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Abstract—This paper presents a multi-agents architecture 

which facilitates the integration of three major IT governance 

frameworks: COBIT5, ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC27002, to optimize 

the construction of a distributed system. This architecture 

proposes a new and easier method to develop a distributed multi 

agents system, where agents involved in this system can 

communicate in a distributed way thanks to functionalities 

offered by the system. It gives finally an overview of 

implementation of a prototype of the proposed solution limited 

for the moment to integration of processes most used in the 
majority of information systems.   
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Introduction 

I. INTODUCTION 

Governance ensures that enterprise objectives are achieved 
by evaluating stakeholder needs, conditions and options; setting 
direction through prioritization and decision making; and 
monitoring performance, compliance and progress against 
agreed-on direction and objectives [1]. 

There are several methodologies, standards, frameworks 
and good practices for Governance of information system. The 
most applicable and used today are ISO/IEC 27002, COBIT 
and ITIL [2]. Each has its positive aspects and its limitations. 
As a result, this paper aims to combine the three major 
frameworks for IT governance: ISO / IEC 27002, COBIT and 
ITIL in a comprehensive manner and propose an IT governance 
structure that covers broader aspects and supports all the needs 
of the organizations for more efficient IT management. 

This paper describes a multi-agents architecture based on 
three major IT governance frameworks which are COBIT 5, 
ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC 27002. One of the most characteristics is 
the use of intelligent agents as the main components which 
focus on distributing the majority of the system’s 
functionalities into processes [3]. 

We focused our multi-agents system architecture for IT 
governance by configuring our paper with the following parts: 
abstract of paper, brief introduction of technically 
requirements, fundamental aspects of state of the art which 
gives an idea about the theme of IT governance and the three 
major frameworks: COBIT 5, ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC27002, 
then we present an overview of multi agents system 
architecture and agents aspects, after that we present an IT 

Governance prototype which integrate some governance 
processes, finally a conclusion for this paper and references. 

II. IT GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORKS OF GOOD 

PRACTICES 

A. What is IT Governance? 

Governance of information systems is an expression 
frequently used today in the world of management information 
technology [4] [5]. In fact, until we heard about the governance 
in administrative and policy areas but not in the computer 
world [6]. The word is obviously subject to multiple uses. In its 
broadest sense, governance can sign a way to direct; to manage 
or control [7]. 

IT governance corresponds to the implementation of tools 
which stakeholders consider it in the operation of the 
information system (IS) [8] [9]. IT governance aims to define 
the objectives of the information system in order to plan, define 
and implement processes related to the management of the 
lifecycle of the IS [10].  

These activities are based on the control and performance 
measurement of these processes [11]. The famous organization 
ISACA (Information Systems Audit and Control Association) 
who gives a lot of interest in the governance field defines five 
main axis: 

• Strategic Alignment 

• Value Creation 

• Risk Management 

• Resource Management 

• Performance measurement. 

B. Frameworks 

IT department has recourse to good practice’s guidelines: 
Production with ITIL, governance with COBIT, security with 
ISO 27000, project management with PMBOK ... [12]. These 
standards promote broadcasting of good practices in the 
company, continuous improvement, homogeneity of the 
process and contributing to the professionalization of the 
services delivery [13] [14]. 

1) COBIT 5 
COBIT (Control Objectives for Information Business year 

related Technology) is a methodology for evaluating IT 
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services in the company [15]. This approach is based on an 
association of 37 processes (best practices collected from 
experts SI) and on objective indicators (KGI) and (KPIs), to put 
the process under control in order to provide data for the 
company to achieve its objectives (alignment of technology on 
business strategy).  

This is a control framework that aims to manage risks 
(security, reliability, compliance) and investment. [16] It does 
not provide guidance or recommendations to technical 
(technological choices, consolidation, crisis management ...). In 
other words, COBIT focuses on what the company needs to do, 
not how it should do. " 

2) ITIL V3 
ITIL [5] is an acronym for "Information Technology 

Infrastructure Library” ( IT Infrastructure Library ) . 

ITIL Version 3 describes the service as an organization of 
human resources and IT (hardware and software) , whose 
objective is the provision of value for the company and the 
beneficiary of the service . [17] 

ITIL provides an IT organization: 

 Show that IT delivers value to the enterprise; 

 Identify the business needs of the company and adapt IT 
to these needs and not the reverse ; 

 Do not lose sight of the intake value that can have 
computers ; 

 Focus on Quality of IT service; 

 Improve the perception of IT services by customers / 
users ; 

 Ensure the sustainability and development of the 
company. 

ITIL Version 3 is interested in service throughout: the 
genesis of service to its end of life . [18] Five groups of 
activities have been identified: 

 Service Strategy: Align IT strategy on business 
strategy , ensuring that the input value will enable the 
company to achieve its objectives . 

 Service Design: Design Services from requirements 
collected by the Service Strategy . 

 Service Transition: Ensuring the quality of the 
transition of a new service between studies and 
operations. 

 Service Operation: Operate services effectively and 
efficiently . 

 Continual Service Improvement : Creating conditions 
for continuous improvement of services . 

3) ISO/IEC 27001/27002 
ISO / IEC 27001 describes a process approach for 

establishing an ISMS ( system safety management information 
system ) . But if it sets the goal , it does not state specifically 
how it should achieve [19] . ISO 27002 presents a series of 

practical recommendations , addressing both technical and 
organizational aspects . 

The standard defines a code of good practice for use by 
those responsible for implementing or maintaining a 
management system for information security . The information 
security is defined as " the preservation of confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of information" [20] . 

The standard offers 11 major fields of security using 133 
security objectives ( controls ) : 

 Security Policy Information 

 Organization of information security 

 Asset Management 

 Security related to human resources 

 physical and environmental safeties 

 Operation and Communications Management 

 Access Control 

 Acquisition , development and maintenance of 
information systems 

 Incident Management 

 Management Business Continuity 

 Compliance. 

III. OVERVIEW OF MULTI AGENTS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

FOR IT GOVERNANCE 

A. Problematic 

The responsible of information systems is facing a problem 
of IT governance due to blooming standards of good practice, 
there are those who want comprehensive, dealing with all areas 
of activity of IS without quite detailed, and those who treat a 
particular area in detail without a global view. Each share of 
particular concern: security, quality, customer services, 
auditing, project development, etc...  

It is a necessary evil to recognize that each function in its 
own practices. Simultaneously raises the question of the 
establishment of a global, single framework for the IT 
department, which meets all expectations. 

It’s in this perspective that this work was done, the idea is 
to design a platform able to integrate three major IT 
governance frameworks which are COBIT 5, ITIL V3 and 
ISO/IEC 27002, using intelligent agents as the main 
components which focus on distributing the majority of the 
system’s functionalities into processes.  

B. The Multi -agent system 

We conducted several studies to identify the best needs of 
the platform, and meet the expectations of users. The Modeling 
of the platform is based on the principle of SMA which is 
everyone must cooperate to achieve the same goal. For this 
reason, the architecture is composed of a set of different agents 
which communicate and cooperate with them in an intelligent 
manner. 
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1) What is an agent? 
An agent is an entity (physical or abstract), characterized by 

the fact that it is autonomous in decision making, by his 
knowledge of itself and others, and its ability to act [21] [22] .  

Experts in multi-agent systems have classified agents into 
three major categories according to an essential criteria that is 
the representation of its environment, these agents are: 
Reagents agents, Cognitive agents and Hybrid agents. 

2) What is a multi agent system 
A multi-agent system(MAS) is a distributed system 

consisting of a set of entities (programs)-relatively independent 
agents, each with their own thread, specific to fulfill goals, and 
ways to communicate and negotiate with other to accomplish 
their goal [23] [24]. 

MAS are ideally designed as a set of agents interacting in 
the cooperation, competition and coexistence manner. 

Multi agents systems is a system composed of the following 

elements:  
 An environment with a metric in general.  

 A set of objects, which can associate a position in an 
environment in a given time. Agents can perceive, 
create, destroy and modify these objects.  

 A set of agents, which represents the active entities of 
the system,  

 A set of relationships between agents between them 
[25] [26].  

 A set of operators that allow agents to perceive, 
produce, consume, transform and manipulate objects. 

3) Contribution of MAS 
The Multi-agent approach is justified by:  

- Adaptation to reality  

- Cooperation,  

- The resolution of complex problems,  

- Integration of incomplete expertise,  

- Modularity,  

- Efficiency,  

- Reliability,  

- Reuse. 

C. IT Governance architecture based on MAS 

The proposed model is a modular multi-agents architecture 
where all components are managed and controlled by different 
types of agents which are able to cooperate, propose solutions 
on very dynamic environments and face real problems.  

There are different kinds of agents in the architecture, each 
one with specific roles, capabilities and characteristics. This 
fact facilitates the flexibility of the architecture in incorporating 
new agents.  

As can be seen on Figure 3, the architecture defines three 
basic blocks which provide all functionalities of the 
architecture. 

 
Fig. 1. The proposed multi-agent system model.  
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4) INTERFACE LAYER:  
This represents all the users that can use to exploit the 

system functionalities. 

5) AGENTS PLATFORM:  
This is the core of this architecture, integrating a set of 

agents, each one with special characteristics and behavior. 
These are agents participating in the functioning of the system: 

a) Communication Agent: This agent is responsible for 
all communications between users and the platform. It 

manages the incoming requests from users to be managed by 

Agent Query. And send answers to Interface Layer. 

b)  Agent Query: This agent receives requests from 
communication agent and decides which agent process must 

be called by taking into account the request of users. Users 

can explicitly invoke a process, or can let the Agent Query 

decide which process from which framework is best to 

accomplish the requested task. 

c) Agent’s Processes: These agents manage the list of 

processes that can be used by the system; they represent 

processes of the three integrated frameworks: COBIT 5, ITIL 

V3 and ISO/IEC 27002. 

d) Connection Agent: This agent manages interaction 

between the platform of agent’s process and database of the 

system. It retrieves adequate data and sends it the agent 

process concerned. 

6) DATABASE:  
This part of the system includes all the data and tables used 

by all components of the platform, including static data, 
indicators related to agents, and appropriate decisions to the 
various scenarios of behavior to be submitted to Query Agent 
depending on the state of the collaboration between process 
agents. 

IV. PRESENTATION OF THE PROTOTYPE OF THE IT 

GOVERNANCE PLATFORM 

Considering the large number of processes of the three 
governance frameworks integrated into our platform, we 
conducted research to develop a prototype that takes into 
account processes most important and used by information 
systems, in order to integrate them firstly. Here below the 
selected process for implementing this prototype: 

ITIL: incident management, problem management, change 
management, request fulfillment. 

COBIT: risk management, management of enterprise 
architecture, program management, portfolio management, 
project management. 

ISO / IEC 27002: Managing Security Policies, 

In addition, our platform takes into consideration both 
profile management and access rights and user management. 

A. Software architecture 

 Since our platform is a web application, we chose to adopt 
the MVC architecture (Model-View-Controller) which is used 
for interactive web-applications.  

This model minimizes the coupling between business logic 
and data presentation to web user. 

 
Fig. 2. Software architecture.  

B. Use case diagram 

Figure 3 shows use cases of the various features provided 
by various functionalities of the platform. All these 
functionalities can be managed by users after a successful 
authentication. 

 
Fig. 3. Use case diagram of the prototype of  IT Governance paltform.  

V. PERSPECTIVES 

Future work consists on extending our prototype by 
defining a detailed architecture of each agent and specifying  
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communication between these agents. Our objective is to 
validate the architecture that we propose in this paper by 
developing a distributed platform that will allow companies to 
establish effective governance of their information system.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

This article propose an architecture of IT Governance based 
on three major frameworks : COBIT 5, ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC 
27002. 

One of the most characteristics of proposed solution is the 
use of intelligent agents which communicate and cooperate in 
order to deliver answers of user’s requests and to establish 
governance in the information system.   

It briefly talked after that, about prototype of the IT 
Governance platform which integrate some processes from the 
integrated frameworks in order to validate the proposed 
architecture.  
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